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BENZIE COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION 
JUNE 14, 2012 

  
The Benzie County Planning Commission met in a work session for the purpose of reviewing and updating 
the Benzie County master plan on June 14, 2012 in room 206 at the Government Center, Beulah, Michigan, 
49617 
 
MEMBERS PRESENT: Chair Peg Minster, Vice Chair Nena Bondarenko, Secretary Susan Zenker, Don 

Tanner, Anne Damm  
MEMBERS EXCUSED:  Adrian Poulisse 
MEMBERS ABSENT:  Wes Blizzard 
STAFF PRESENT:  Kathy Ralston, Recording Secretary 
OTHERS PRESENT: Kurt Schindler-Michigan State University Extension (MSUE) Land Use Educator, 

Chris Olson-Benzie County Administrator 

I. Chair Minster called the meeting to order at 6:40 p.m.  

 

II. Kurt Schindler-Michigan State University (MSUE) Land Use Educator 
Presentation on master plan update process: 
Mr. Schindler stated that he doesn’t have a formal presentation put together but does have a 
packet of handouts for the commission to review with respect to the process of updating a 
master plan. The first handout is the publication titled, “Check List #1H-The Five-Year Plan 
Review.” Schindler states that there are a number of different ways that a community can 
systematically decide how much and which parts of the master plan needs revision. Therefore, 
this document presents several tools for engaging in a step-by-step process for plan review. The 
commission can then pick whichever checklist or process is the most helpful and appropriate.  
 
Page 3 of this publication contains a short-form checklist that can be used to determine whether 
or not an update of the plan is needed. This list is designed for communities that have stayed up-
to-date on the master plan review process over the years and who have a thorough 
understanding of the documents.  
 
For other communities, it is recommended to follow the complete checklist beginning on page 4 
of the document. It is designed as a series of tasks for the planning commission to complete as a 
whole committee for the purpose of evaluation. This checklist is divided into four columns. The 
first column has a place to check when the task is done, and a place to check when the 
documentation has been placed in a permanent file. The second column is the step, or task, to 
complete in the order given to properly review a plan. The third column is what should be 
included in a permanent file to document that work has been done. The fourth column is used to 
mark if the material reviewed supports the conclusion that the plan: 

 does not need to be changed at this time; 

 needs to be updated with amendments; or 

 needs to be completely redone. 
This check list is intended to be linear, with each step being done in order, and most requiring the 
previous step to be done before starting the next. There is a checklist included here also designed 
to help the planning commission (PC) decide the different elements that are and are not currently 
included in the plan and whether or not they should be added during the update process. 
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On page 9 is an inventory of the elements most often included in master plans. It contains 
information on which elements are mandatory to be included. There is a place to mark on which 
page the information is included in the current plan and, if not, to clearly mark that this is 
something that needs to be done to satisfy the requirement.  
 
Beginning on page 13 is another way to outline the content of a plan. This list begins with a very 
general plan then moves up in complexity depending on what the community is doing in terms of 
planning and zoning.   
 
Schindler states this checklist document is used often by public bodies across the state to 
organize their master plan review process. One or any combination of the different checklists can 
be used by the PC to assist with the update process. 
 
The second handout in the packet is the publication titled, “Planning Under Michigan Planning 
Enabling Acts: The Wexford County Example.” Wexford County was chosen as an example 
because it was the first county in Michigan to develop a master plan under the 2001 amendments 
to the Michigan Planning Enabling Act. The most important aspect of this example is that the 
process is very public. Merely providing for a public hearing at the end of the process is clearly 
inadequate. Particularly since the 2001 amendments, the public body needs to allow for much 
more extensive public involvement throughout the process. 
 
An initial letter of notice is required to a number of stakeholders before beginning the master 
planning process. This is usually quite a large mailing because it has to go to each municipality 
within the county and each municipality that borders the county as well other entities such as 
utility companies etc.  
 
The letter sent by Wexford to the stakeholders went beyond simply being a notice and actually 
invited the entities to send representatives to serve on committees that would actually be writing 
the plan. Additionally, they went beyond the required entities and sent the letter of notice to a 
wide comprehensive list of groups within the county such as Chamber of Commerce, riparian 
associations, environmental groups, agricultural groups, state agencies etc. 
 
Schindler explained that the Wexford County Planning Commission had trepidation that the other 
governments would not be interested in participating in the process. However, the response 
was strong with 70 people attending the very first meeting. This initial group then self- 
selected into subcommittees. The strong positive response is credited largely to the thorough 
outreach accomplished through the initial letter of notice asking all the stakeholder groups for 
direct participation in the actual writing of the plan. Furthermore, the letter was sent to a 
comprehensive list of stakeholders all over the county. This initial step is very important in 
producing a final plan that is not wrought with controversy. It sets the stage for the resolution of 
controversial elements as they come up during the writing stage. This is important since it is much 
more difficult and time consuming to resolve issues remaining after the document is complete. 
The initial letter of notice is critical if the final product is to receive broad support among all the 
communities within the county. MSUE has a training program for facilitating the master planning 
process. The PC can arrange to schedule this formal training program. Turning point (an-add on to 
Microsoft Powerpoint) is also used during this process and can be provided by MSUE. It allows 
participants to use a clicker to allow for more interaction.  
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There was discussion regarding current attitudes toward the county government on the part of 
municipalities and groups throughout Benzie County. For a variety of reasons and many issues 
that have arisen during the last 7 or 8 years, there is a general lack of confidence and trust in the 
county. Therefore, the first priority is to build a very strong and thorough public process. This will, 
over time, begin to rebuild trust in the county government including the county PC. 
 
Another critical task for the PC to begin to rebuild confidence is the promotion of the existing 
county comprehensive plan. The Benzie County Comprehensive Plan is still a very good and 
thorough plan. Schindler explained that a serious obstacle for the PC right now is that copies of 
the entire comprehensive plan are difficult to obtain. The plan was never posted in its entirety in 
digital format to the county website. The base document is available on the website as well as the 
recently updated Socioeconomic Report. However, the comprehensive plan was originally 
adopted to include both the base document and all supporting white papers. It is known that a CD 
backup of the entire plan existed prior to the loss of all county planning and zoning staff. 
Currently, these disks cannot be found. This makes it difficult to reproduce the plan and distribute 
copies throughout the community. Until this situation is remedied, the PC will have a difficult time 
promoting the plan throughout the county and to neighboring communities.  
 
Discussion followed on how the plan may be digitized and how to accomplish this. Olson believes 
the printer copier on the lower level in the county building has scanning capability. It is unknown 
at this time whether it will be possible to get the entire document scanned and converted to a 
program such as Microsoft Word that will allow for editing for the update process.   
 
Olson states that, as a result of work he has been doing in conjunction with the Council on Aging, 
he has obtained population demographics for Benzie County projected out for the next ten years. 
He shared spreadsheets containing this data with the PC. To summarize, he said the 25-44 years 
(child rearing) and the 0-14 years age groups are going to go down significantly. The senior 
population is projected to grow 3% per year. So, it is projected that we will have an older 
demographic and fewer young people. More seniors will mean greater need for senior services. 
At the same time, there’s a projected lack of jobs for younger people. He states there may be 
entrepreneurial opportunities for those who want to go into service based business.   

       
Schindler stressed the importance of the PC thinking about population attraction strategy 
particularly focusing on attracting young entrepreneurs. Statewide, the success is occurring 
through face to face networking and community support for new business. People looking to 
relocate new business here need to know it is a community that has some built in business 
support mechanisms along with the needed infrastructure. There are new funding opportunities 
for entrepreneurs originating from both government and nonprofit sources. Both Northwest 
Michigan Council of Governments (NMCOG) and MSUE are developing programs to foster and 
support the entrepreneurial process. The question is how to make the place attractive to the 
entrepreneurs. It is worth remembering that Benzie County has built in natural resources and a 
high quality of life which make it an attractive place to live. For the future, the PC should explore 
how to help match investors to those interested in starting new businesses. If Benzie wants to 
consider becoming a part of the Alliance for Economic Success, the county needs to produce a 
very specific list of items it wants to see accomplished. The PC could produce this type of list with 
items such as developing an organized mechanism for networking and matching investors to 
those interested in starting new businesses.  
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Schindler stated the third handout in the packet is 5 short articles taken off MSUE’s news website. 
There’s a short article about why most communities do need to update their master plan. The 
second article pertains to the role of planning in the efforts to revitalize Michigan’s economy. The 
third article outlines traits of a successful planning commission. The fourth is about the role of a 
planning commission that does not have zoning as part of its role. The fifth article talks about 
training as a risk management strategy. He stated he hopes the materials and information he 
provided tonight are what the PC was looking for when asking him to come and speak. He said 
there is a wealth of additional information on MSUE’s website.     
 
He stated that when the PC is actually ready to do the update of the master plan, there is another 
checklist document available on the MSUE website much like the one presented tonight which 
walks through the legal requirement steps. Legal requirements for amending or updating a 
master plan are similar to those required for a complete rewrite. Minster will email Schindler to 
get the specific link to this document.     

 
Zenker asked, “In your opinion, do you think the county should participate in the Lakes to Land 
Initiative?” Schindler answered that it states in the Michigan Planning Enabling Act that the 
county planning commission is to assume a coordinating role and to initiate cooperation when 
common issues between the local municipalities can be seen. This is actually a statutory duty laid 
out in the enabling act for county planning commissions and not for those of other local 
governments.   
 
Schindler, “There are two levels of involvement (in the Lakes to Land initiative), those 
communities that are participating through the whole process and those that are participating in 
the coordination phase after the master plans are complete.” 
 
Tanner stated that he sees the county’s participation in the initiative as being like Frankfort’s. 
Since they have just completed a master plan, they will be participating more with the 
coordination phase of the project after the other communities have completed their plans. During 
this coordination phase with Lakes to Land, the county PC can look at the new plans throughout 
the county. There may then be common elements in these various plans that the PC will want to 
include in the county plan.   

 

III. Adjourned at 7:52 p.m.  
  

 
Respectfully Submitted: 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
Susan Zenker – Secretary      Kathy Ralston – Recording Secretary 


